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Urban Renewal
This historic Boston building gets an elegant upgrade
BY STEFANI C. O’CONNOR

G

iving an old building a new lease on life via
adaptive reuse is often a challenge for those
involved in the transformation. Luckily for the historic Amory and Blake commercial building in Boston’s
Downtown Crossing district, it has a “dream team”
of collaborators helping to transition it to the 242room Godfrey Hotel.
Coming together on the project, which is set to
open later this year, are lead investor Oxford Capital
Group, Finegold Alexander + Associates, Inc. (FAA)
and The Gettys Group.
“We [Oxford] wanted to honor the past while fully
embracing the present and future. The intent was
to create a peaceful respite for travelers and locals
with a connection to a fun and high-energy neighborhood,” said General Manager Larry Casillo. “The
vision for The Godfrey Boston Hotel is to embody the
fundamental elements of our new Godfrey brand: a
sophisticated elegance appealing to guests who desire style, technology and comfort in a location that
enables travelers to feel entirely at ease.”
According to designer Ron Degen of The Gettys
Group, the interior spaces are designed to offer a
calming oasis amid a vibrant, urban scene. “A dramatic architectural portal seamlessly transitions the
clean lines of the reception area and the intricately
detailed historic elevator lobby. Cerused oak paneling, polished porcelain flooring and contemporary
furniture add a modern contrast to the restored, ornate exterior facade,” he noted. “A refined color palette of warm grays, accented by natural walnut and
dashes of color bring a sense of tranquillity and an
elevated sophistication to the guestrooms. Custom
carpeting, plush bedding and upholstered seating

evoke the design and comfort of a well-tailored suit.
Large windows illuminate guestrooms with natural
light, and rooms with original bay windows have a
dramatic view of the bustling street scene below.”
Degen indicated a total interior revamp occurred,
with Gettys responsible for the guest-facing spaces; it also served as the consultant for the back-ofhouse layout. “The public spaces include hotel reception, a lobby craft bar, lobby lounge area and a
conference room. Guestrooms include a variety of
configurations and features of the two early-20th
century buildings that encompass the hotel,” he
said. “Preserved and incorporated into the interior
design were the original first-floor elevator lobby and
stairwells with intricately cast banisters.”
Casillo pointed out the color palette, with a “clever
use of patterns, creates a relaxing atmosphere that
will allow our guests to focus through very large
floor-to-ceiling windows on the urban energy below.”
Those below looking up at the hotel will see an exterior facade that has been preserved and restored
by FAA, the architect of record.
According to FAA Associate Principal Ellen Anselone, who worked on the project with Principal
James G. Alexander, there were a few challenges.
For example, she said, “The Blake building has flatarch terracotta floors, which made the introduction
of the MEP/FP [mechanical, electrical, plumbing/
fire protection] and technology a bit challenging.”
Additionally, said Degen, the oblique shape of the
buildings required careful division of the space into
rooms of standard dimensions. “The solution was to
utilize two large lightwells to create additional guestrooms and standardize the depth of street-facing
rooms,” he said.
“We consider both the history of the building as

well as the latest in technology to be key differentiators from our competition, so we have taken care
to showcase the architecture that has survived
through the decades, as well as incorporate technology into our design,” said Casillo. “Seeing our
hotel through the eyes of our guests, imagining what
they need and or want and being respectful to history has driven every design decision.”
Toward that, The Gettys Group kept an eye on
budget. After the initial model-room review, every element was carefully evaluated for its design impact
relative to its cost. “Expensive elements, such as a
floating quartz desk that wrapped the corner of the
wall, were replaced with an equally stunning, freestanding piece that allowed budget to be allocated
to additional guestroom furniture,” said Degen.
As the hotel’s autumn opening approaches, Casillo believes it will stand apart from its competition: “If
the hotel’s design ticks the boxes for guests—visually compelling, beautiful, functional—half the battle
is won. When we combine great design with exceptional service, [then] RevPAR [will] follow quickly.”
The Godfrey Hotel Boston
LOCATION Boston
OWNER/OPERATOR Oxford Capital Group, LLC
MANAGEMENT COMPANY Oxford Hotels and
Resorts, LLC
ARCHITECT Finegold Alexander + Associates
INTERIOR DESIGNER The Gettys Group
PURCHASING FIRM The Gettys Group
KEY SUPPLIERS Lighting: Chapman Hospitality
Lighting Carpet/flooring: Clayton Miller; Boylu;
Daltile Furniture: Montague Bedding: Sealy Linens:
Archival Decor Wallcoverings: D.L. Couch Bath
fixtures: Grohe
Renderings: Studio Rendering, Inc.
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